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TUESDAY, JANUARY 30. 1934

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

D r. Harry Ward
Speaks on Russia
Thursday Evening

A rt Exhibits
On Display
This Week

Recently Returned Ethics Professor
First on Program of Ontslde
University Attractions
Major Treichler Will Give Talk

S

ATURDAY and Sunday we ail sud
denly dropped the old winter atti
tude,' replacing it with that enthusiasm
which so often precedes a spell of
spring fever. Students and Instructors
climbed up and down along ML Sen
tinel or drove up one of the numerous
canyons or valleys. On ML 8entinel
they felt the warmth of the lightly
beating sun in both bones and heart,
felt also the persistence of a wind
carrying reminders from the snow
capped mountains visible in every
direction, heard indistinctly the strok
ing of the hour in Main hall tower,
saw a freight train slowly drawing a
line of smoke from out the Bitter Root
valley across the flats. Those who
traveled the highways felt everything
abotfet them pushing anew into the
warmth and light, were almost sure
they could hear drab winter coats
bursting under the pressure of new
life, They, stopped to gather the pussy
willow and buttercup, they admired
the ducks floating unafraid on nearby
itonds and exclaimed at a chink here
and there. Surely spring is here.

A lecture, "What Can We Learn
from Russia,” will be given in Main
hall at 8 o'clock Thursday evening by
Dr. Harry Ward, professor of Chris
tian ethics at the Union seminary.
New York. This lecture will be the
first of the outside attractions brought
to the State University campus with
the money voted for that purpose by
the students last spring.
Dr. Ward will also meet laymen and
lergymen at a discussion Thursday
morning and afternoon in .the First
Methodist Episcopal church. The gen
eral theme of this conference will be
the breakdown of the present eco
nomic system. Townspeople wishing
to attend may do so by making reserrations with Rev. F. M. Sanderson.
Students will be admitted to the lec
ture Thursday evening by presenting
their A. S'. U. M. books. Townspeople
wishing to attend will be charged 26
cents.
Dr. Ward has recently returned
from a year spent In studying condi
tions In Russia and upon his return
rote “In Place of Profit.” Two of
his books, “Which Way Religion," and
'Our Economic Morality,” were ac
cepted by the Religious Book-of-theMonth club.
From Missoula. Dr. Ward expects to
go to Helena, Bozeman, Miles City and
St. PauL**
“We expect to follow this program
>y another in the near future," said
Dick Shaw, chairman of the Outside
Entertainment committee.

On Prospector Paintings;
Admission Free
Major A. J. Treichler of Fort Mis
soula will lecture In connection with
the “Prospector Exhibit” at 2 o’clock
tomorrow In the Department of Fine
Arts. He will point out various fea
tures of the paintings, all In the mod
ern motif, which is one of the first
exhibits of its kind here.
Major Treichler has had yearly ex
hibits of landscapes and other types
In oils here since 1926. Students and
the public are urged to attend. There
will be no admission charge.
This exhibit will be replaced Thurs
day by a traveling collection of the
works of Montana artists. Meanwhile
200 photographs of the Canadian
Rockies, peaks in Glacier p a rk ':,
the equipment used in climbing
still on display in the departmenL
They were loaned by Rev. Conrad
Wallen of Havre.

STATE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
OYER STATION KGY0
Tonight! 7
o’Clock
William Negherbon, a senior in
the Department of Biology, will
read “How Five Men Went Fish
ing,” by Stephen Leacock, on the
weekly State: University program
over Station KGVO tonight from
7:45 to 8 o’clock.

VOLUME XXXIII. No. 29

Radio Field 168
Is Discussed TO
Before Clubj

SEN IO R S HOPE
COMPLETE WORK
FOR THEIR DEGREES

Shallenberger Speaks on Situation
Existing in Other Countries
Sixty-seven Students File Applications for University Certificates
At Meeting Friday
Of Qualification to Teach at End of Spring Quarter;
Petitions Received by Registrar
Q. D. Shallenberger, professor of

physics, spoke on radio education last
Work of CWA
Friday at the A. A. U. P. meeting at
One hundred sixty-eight students have applied for degrees and
the University Congregational church. 67 for University Certificates for Qualification to teach; according to
Crews Renewed
He briefly surveyed the radio sit
Mabel Murchison, assistant to the registrar. The degrees and certifi
In Canada, Norway, Germany,
Following Delay uation
Soviet Russia and other countries. cates will be awarded to the students providing they have met all

^requirements a t the end of spring
Date for Completion to Be Extended There are 24,000,000 radios In the
{quarter.
world of which 10,600,000 are In the F o r f i S t f i f S R p p i n
Until February 15; Compiis
a w iv .o iv .io
Those applying for the degrees and
United States. He said that there are
Roads Repaired
C n |p
T irlfp fq
their majors are as follows: Biology
five radio zones in the United States.
U
<
l
l
C
1
—Judith
C. Almini, Somers; Burnett
The CWA crews are again at work Montana is in the fifth zone, which
on the campus after a short delay has a population of about twelve mil-,
Stanford; Jeannette E. Elderlng, Hywhich was occasioned by the refusal lion.
sham; Kenneth Eugene Faxon, Bill
of the national committee Which ad Dr. Shallenberger said, “Only about Admission Will Be Limited to 400 ings; George Beck Long, Eureka;
ministers the funds to allow any more four per cent of the available channels
Couples; All Students Urged
W arren. Phelan, Chinook; William
of the money to be spent for materials. are assigned to educational instltuTo Buy Early
Howard . Pritchard, Missoula; Ray
This move was brought about by
Most of these are located in
mond Edwin Smalley, Roundup; Rob
shortage of finances and is effectivq
agricultural colleges. Only one
ert L. Somerville, Livingston; Janice
alt over this district, but by a special university in the country gives credit
The plane hearing Paul Banyan's Stadler, Helena.
dispensation the, University is allowed for college courses In radio. This reply to the invitation to the For
Botany, Chemistry
to complete work already started.
esters’ ball Is rapidly winging its
is Oglethorpe university.
Botany—Dudley Taylor Brown, Palo k
The government in its contract Dr. Shallenberger pointed out the way southward towards Missonla
agreed to pay only 30 per cent of the difference between the operation of and the Montana campus. A radio Alto, Calif.; Jerome Charles Frankel,
|cost of materials with the remaining radios in the United States and in message picked up from the aviator Cleveland Heights, O.; Chandler Jen170 per cent to be paid out in wages. England. In England all broadcasting and having the heading “Far jsen, Missoula; Mary Kurth, Culbert
According to all reports this arrange stations are owned and operated by North” indicates that the plane son; Mark B. Lawrence, Missoula;
ment has been rather a difficult one the government, while stations In the will arrive In Missoula about 11 {Clarence David Watson, Helena.
Chemistry—Juanita Elizabeth Arhere because of necessity for such United States are privately owned. No o'clock Wednesday morning. The
materials as paint, lumber, nails and advertising is permitted over the air plane will circle over the campus mour, St. Ignatius; Roderick Howard
Clarke, Missonla; Alfred G. Dahl berg.
tools.
and drop Paul's answer.
in England.
Bntte; Dwight HUlls Elderkin, Butte;
Use of Single Line From St. Regis I The crews, both men and women,
(Charles
Martin Holmstrom, Ana[have had their time cut from 30 to
To Henderson to Correspond
Ticket sales for the nineteenth an
rp ilB “Keep Off the Grass” move1
24
hours
per
week
and
the
completion
With
Suggestion
nual .Foresters’ ball, which will bejcon<la Charles Henry Krebs, Mis1 meat recently reorganised by Cen
held Friday, February 9, In the men’s {soula; Cleon Verdo McNicol, Great
|date lias been extended to Februtral Board and the Traditions com
gymnasium, opens tomorrow m orning. {Falls; Lawrence H urst Prather, Misiary 16.
mittee is one of no small Importance
Presumably brought about by fed All of the Forestry building has
The ticket limit has been set at 400. | soula; Paul H. White, Missoula; Robon this campus. Whether the students
eral suggestion, work on the Northern been reconditioned except the halls.
Student sale will be handled by rep- ert Kooneth Wickware, Valier.
will take the new enactments of the
Pacific railroad line from St. Regis to [Rooms, offices and laboratories have
resentatives of all fraternities, dorm- j Economics and Sociology—Ralph A.
governing board seriously or not reHenderson has been stopped, and [been repainted. It is expected that
Itorles and Independent groups.
jBrandt, Joplin; Jean Slderfin Corry,
malns to be seen. - Last pear its appeal
Northern Pacific trains will use the the work in Main hall will be com -Tanan-of-Spur Elects Pearl Johnson Men In charge of the sale are: M.!Ml880Ula: Jeanette Duncan. Missoula;
to personal- pride meant nothing to
Chairman of Presentation;
Milwaukee tracks instead of rebuild pleted some time today.
O.
Hancock,
Phi
Sigma
Kappa;
E
djKathle»®
Ho&® Fitzgerald, Missoula
that large number of self-exalted inTea to Be Served
ing its own lines which were de I At -the pres6bWth/iti there are ’#
Simons, Sigma Chi; Carter Quiiilin,I
a major in English); KVnard
dividnal*'who were glad for anyTkind
stroyed in the floods of late December. [women employed ground the Univer
Phi Delta Theta; P. J. Malone, Alpha,lp- Qou,d- Missoula; Elinor Marlowe,
of publicity. ;-;'We are rather certain]
The joint-trackage plan for parts of sity. Half of them are cleaning ini Tanan-of-Spur will present a style Tau Omega; Millard Edgemond, Delta Missoula; Gladys Olive Mayo, Mis
that the plan for office seekers will
western Montana has been suggested the dormitories and buildings on the show March 7 in the west parlor of Sigma Lambda; Jack Oliver, Sigma soula.
be successful, but that touches an]
North hall In place of its quarterly, Alpha Epsilon; Bill Wagner, Sigma
English; Fine Arts
exceedingly small group. However, it] Date Is Set for Varsity Vodvilj:at various times by Prof. H. K. Snell campus and cleaning up after the
Nn; Walton Petsch, Sigma Phi Ep English — Kathryn Bloise Bailey,
Tryouts; Cups to Be Given
1'of the Department of Economics. Last painters and washing glassware in the card party.
will certainly be a help to have hold!
month
he
put
forth
the
plan
again
ini
Pearl
Johnson,
Harlowton.
is
chair
Corvallis;
Mary C. Breen, Bridger;
chemistry
and
physics
laboratories.
silon; Howard Doyle and Joe Clemow,
log offices those people who are will-]
Instead of Silverware
a telegram to Federal Coordinator [The remainder are doing clerical j man of the style show, and Eleanor South hall, and Joe Wagner, Inde Lynda Jane Bruckhaoser, Kalis pell;
ing to set good examples—the failure
Eastman.
In
his
telegram.
Professor
Potter, Greenough, is her assistanL pendents. The tickets can also be Martha Alberta Kimball, Missoula;
[work fdr various departments.
of other plans has been largely due Tryouts for Varsity Vodvll will be
Work has also begun on the roads, Virginia Bode, Butte, president of the purchased from Mary Wilson at the Marybelle Kerin, Missoula; Richard
to the utter indifference of leaders held Sunday, February 11, If possible, Snell said:
chapter,
will act as mistress of cere School of Forestry office.
‘•Analysis
of
transportation
condi
Alan Lake, Judith Gap; Mary Beth
particularly
the
one
in
front--of
the
and officers themselves. The program instead of Saturday, due to a conflict
on the whole, though, depends upon] with rehearsals for the “Wild Duck/' tions in western .Montana shows. the lStudent store, No action has been! monies. Mary Frances Harden, White The committee In c h a r g e of MacKenzle, Havre; Catherine- -M.
hall,
is
chairman
of
the
advertising
necessity of practically rebuilding the Itaken on this for some time because |
ticket sales urges that students de- Mead, Missoula; Phyllis Ford Mills,
the nature of the action taken by Tra Masquer production.
siring to attend the dance secure their {Cascade; Catherine E. Potter, Misditions committee in dealing with In the tryouts there will be no cos Chicago, Milwaukee, SL Paul and of the danger of a freeze-up but with; committee.
those offenders who have nothing to] tumes allowed and only the necessary Pacific and the Northern Pacific rail continued good weather It is hopedl Tea will be served during the show; tickets early as the 400 tickets offered |soula; Mildred Gloria Proctor, Kailslose. We do not expect to wait long]iproperties will be used. Tables and road lines from St. Regis to Saltese that the road can he leveled out and j Dorothy Eastman and Lilian Hopkins will be sold in a very short time. The]pell; Dorothy Roberta Taylor, Troy;
of Missoula will pour. Velma Clark, holders ot the! first 100 tickets will Ruth Ellen Wallace, Missonla; Bessie
tor the answer for there are sure to. chairs may be used Tor stage settings, and westward, at least 26 miles.
the holes filled.
.
|
___ .
Antelope, is in charge of the enter be served lunch during the sixth and Wheeler Webster, Somers.
be grass-cutters within the coming and these will be furnished at the “The two lines run parallel in n
tainment, and Carol Black, Shelby, and seventh dances. Ticket holders hav Flne Arts—Nemeslo Cadiente Borge,
week. We are behind the. committee] Little Theatre.
narrow canyon and are in constant INTERFRATERNITY BALL
in anything they may do which will] The names of the acts entered and danger of floods and slides in winter
TO BE HELD FEBRUARY 2 Dorothea Appelquist, Bonner, are the ing numbers 101-200 will eat during Narvacan, Ilocos Sur, Philippine Is
enable them to control this situation. the managers are: Alpha Chi Omega, months. As rebuilding cannot start
committee in charge of the setting. the ninth and tenth dances; those lands; George Foster Hillman,- Liv
“And So—■
— . Mary'Emmett, From- for several days, I suggest that this is j Interfraternity ball, annual winter Betty Ann Polleys. Missoula, will de numbered 201-500 will be served dur- ingston; Virginia Jennie Rigney,
ing 'the twelfth, and thirteenth dances Laurel.
VV/K STILL cannot understand why berg; Alpha XI Delta, “A New Deal," an excellent opportunity to save pos- quarter formal sponsored by InterCra- vise mottoes.
Women chosen from tbo sororities and those holding tickets numbered] French—Jane Marie Adaml, Butte;
W Phillips’ Admirer 11 brought into] Rose Spetz, Whitehall; Kappa Kappa slbly more than a million dollars by ternity council, will be held Friday
his demand for a change from per* Gamma, “Good Heavens/’ Mary Kohn, joint construction on one line. There (evening, February 2, at the Loyola and tbs Independents will act as 301-400, during the fifteenth and six- Evelyn Balgord, Lavlna; Lotus Agnes
McKelvie, Anaconda; Betty Nofsinger,
Konally owned texts to library owned Missoula; Sigma Kappa, “Lullaby are no industries, few resident section Igymnasium. As in the past, all stray models. The gowns will be furnished teenth dances.
by the Mary Haines Style shop.
Two dances will give the pptrons Missoula; Helen Margaret Schroeder,
texts a charge against teachers who Land,” Marjorie Mumm, Missoula; crews and agency stations; therefore, Greeks are Invited{:
plenty of time to eat as each dance I Missoula; Olga J. Wlk, Kalis pell (also
■ — —■- .....................
depended upon a text at all. As a mat- Independent women, “Cavalcade,” Ivirtually no permanent employees Edward Broadwater, social chair-1
will last more than 10 minutes. T h e re major in Latin),
would be displaced by joint operation.” man, has announced that the chap-1
n
,
ter of fact be has us rather' confused] Hermlna Girson, Missoula.
will
be 20 dancee and, as in the past. Geology—Edward. L. Broadwater.
Independent
men.
“A
Bum
Steer
or
Announcement
that
the
work
was
tojerons
will
be
President
and
Mrs.
C.
H
A
U
l
/
l
/
Dt03u
C3STS
as to just what he is trying to say!
#
at
n
| probably 1:16 o’clock permission will Ka lisp ell; Ogden L. Tweto, Missoula.
Our impression was that, according to] Who’s Got Our Nell,” Joe Wagner, 1be stopped and that joint trackage be-j Clapp, Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller.:
History, Home Economics
him, a student's only work should be Missoula; Phi Delta Theta, “Tonyjtween the Northern Pacific and Chi-1 Dean and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart, Prof. I S i (I HI3 N il I tOQt3ttl be secured.
History—Vera R. Gilbert, Clyde
_ - : .__
the absorption of all material prog Pastor’s Varieties” (a page from the- cago. Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific and Mrs. R. H. Jesse and Dean Har-j
Park;
Anna Katherine Marlon, Poi
atrlcal
history),
Phil
Pollard,
Red
was
to
be
instituted
came
about
three
i
riet
Rankin
Sedman.
jeeted by die instructor In the class-1
Eleven Actives and Pledges Take
HAROLD MacMARTIN DIES
son; Glenn Allen Reddick, Kallspell
room, the Instructor's responsibility Lodge; Sigma Nu, “Two of a Kind, weeks after Professor Snell had sent Junior Dean and his orchestra will
Part In Entertainment
(also major in Spanish); Lewis E.
Jfurnish the music.
being to father and co-ordinate into] or Could Noah Take It?,” Howard Gul- bis telegram to Mr. Eastman.
Harold S. MacMartin, who grad
Steensland, Big Timber.
a one-hour lecture each day all the Iickson, Missoula; Phi Sigma Kappa,
Sigma Nu fraternity presented a 30- uated from the School of Law with Home Economics—Martha Phyllis
details pertinent to the course. That "The Faerie Ape or the Sweetest
{minute program over-Station KOVO the class ot 1917, died January 20 at Busey, Missoula; Virginia E. Cooney,
is asking quite a blL We wonder what Story Ever Told,”- Sterling Stapp,
{Sunday afternoon, with eleven actives Boise, Idaho, where he had been prac Helena; Sister Blesilia (E. Cote), Mis
Billings; Sigma Chi, "Death, Where I b
Dr. Phillips thinks?
and pledges taking part. The pro ticing law since the time he was grad soula; Eleanor Fredrickson, Butte:
Thy Sting?” Noral WhittlngbUl, Hel
• • v
gram was composed of orchestra uated.
Esther Lentz, Missoula; Olive Lillian '■
rpH SRE were many who were glad ena, and Students' Co-operative, “His
selections, piano and trombone soloe,
Mldgett, Bridger; Glory Cecilia Morin,
JL to learn in the last Kaimin the Only Night,” Glenn Reddick, Kallspell.
j
solo
and
group
singing
and
readings.
Missoula; E. Anabel Nordstrom, Mis
nature of the cutting of trees and Kappa Delta, with Shirley Knight, One of the most unique and wide-1 the future.
The program was arranged by Ray
soula;
Helen Steele Spencer, Butte;
Missoula,
managing,
has
entered
a
boughs in preparation for the annual manuscript but has chosen no title 8prea<* ®el®bratlohs ever accorded aj Missoula joins -the nation in cele- Whitcomb, Baldwin Park, Calif. Phil
Mary WllkinBon, Missoula.
Foresters' ball. We had met some a g
living
a osimilar
anniversary
dances
or |parties
Miller,
Missonla,
u
i i u g person
J1VI 3UII von
u a
u u iia i b
u u iiw w . / j
i brating
u i a u u g with
n i u i five u
a u k s n wi
>m u b o | w
iiiv i, h
i i b s v u w , was
**«*» announcer..
Latin—Kathryn
Marie Eamon, Ana
who were under the impression that
wl1* be held a,r0B*lM,ut tlle “ ‘l®"
being held In h a ll, donated for the
The program was as follows: Slg
conda; Betty Augusta Kelleher,
it was customary for the school to] The managers of Varalty Vodvil | night.
Approximately
four
thousand
j
occasion.
The
danceB
are
to
be
h
e
ld
jma
nu
Girl”
(baritone
solo),
John
K. Mason, H. Kelleher, J. Gravelle Butte; Ruby Rogness, Roberta; Juan
cut away the complete stand on so have decided to give silver loving cups
Gravelle, Hamilton; “Night Letter
To Appear as Soloists
ita Beth Ruegamer, Livingston;
ltl” w,n Joln
KlTln* mor< j
Wl nt w
?>*»'•
many acres each year. This is. not the for prices as uaual, rather than tbe!commu"
than
six
thousand
balls
in
honor
oi
Masonic
and
Veterans’
halls.
A
ticket
Written
in
a
Hospital,”
by
Lew
Serett
Thelma Pearl Swenson, Dutton.
purpose of the School of Forestry and suggested silverware.
{President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s (is good for admission to any of the (a reading), Bill Glltner, Billings;
The
two
glee
clubs
will
appear
In
a
Pharmaceutical Chemist—Harry O.
so natnrally would not be the method
j fifty-second birthday.
{dances. A program to continue Shine On, Harvest Moon” and “Hand joint program next Sunday, February Barnes, Missoula; Eima J. Cerise,
employed in gathering material, for
4,
at
4
o’clock
in
the
Main
hall
audi
I
The
majority
of
Montana
cities
ta
k
4
tlirouehoMt
the
evening
has
been
a
r-lMe
Down
My
Walking
Cane,”
(duet,
Rleln;
Howard Oakley Hamilton.
mere decoration at a social function.
lug part in the celebration are giving Iranged for the entertainment of crip- j with banjo accompaniment), Phil and torium. Soloists will be Kathryn Helena; Peter John Knehar, Livings
The stacks*of trees and boughs stored
Emerson Miller, Missoula; “Da Orata Mason, Missoula, soprano; Helen Kel ton; Sister Pius Augustins (G. MacT O flf§fflf |oo< halt of th» proceed, to the St.|pl«». S o a«ed imi
behind the men's gym represent the
Vincent’s orthopedic hospital In Bill- able or do not care to dance. This Baseball;” by A. T. Daly, (a reading), leher, Stanford, pianist, and John]Donald), Missoula; Wilbur Lysle
growth which was removed for the
Dr.
J.
E. Miller, dean of men, will Ings. The other half will, be donated Program is to be presented in the Kal Heiberg, Missoula; “Song of the Gravelle, Hamilton, baritone.
Squires, Dillon; Leonard L Vance,
improvement and development of the
best trees In the stands in which the speak on “Security and the Foreign Ito the Warm Springs (Ga.) Founds- jsmaller of the two halls in the Union Bayou,” (piano solo), Bob Lebkicher, The women’s group has 60 members Renan.
Policy of France” this evening in tlon for Infantile Paralysis. T h e building which has also been donated. Miles City; "Lazybones" (baritone and has been practicing numbers for
Law, Library Economy
Foresters practice.
Main Hall auditorium. The lecture Warm Springs institute was founded Musicians, laborers and entertaln- solo), John Gravelle, accompanied by this presentation- since the middle of Law—J. Elliot Busey, Missoula;
wlll start promptly at 8 o'clock and j by President Roosevelt in 1920 to help era have offered their services free Bob Lebktcherr “Dinah” and “Naughty {autumn quarter.
Robert Driscoll Corette, Butte.
ALPHA KAPPA P8I BANQUETS end shortly before 9 o’clock, so that combat infantile paralysis. The Pres-1 of charge.
Waltz,” by Vic Shaholm’s orchestra;
“This is the first time In several Library Economy—Virginia Coles
it will not Interfere with the Prest- ident was a victim of this malady sev- 1 In the Warm Springs institute,chil- “Career of a Fighter” (a monologue), years that we have had more than Hallam, Detroit. Mich.
A banquet in honor of three re dent’s Birthday ball.
eral years ago and still suffers from dren are sharpening their knives and Ray Whitcomb, Baldwin Park, Calif.; one high tenor In the men’s club, as Mathematics—Mary Castles, Super
cently initiated members and Six new Dr. Miller's lectures will be the it.
{appetites in anticipation of the event, “The Waltz You Saved for Me” and well as an unusually good collection ior; Eleanor Margaret MacDonald,
pledges will be held by Alpha Kappa fourth of a series of eleven or twelve At the present time there are 421A 344-pound cake, one of the largest “Beloved” (trombone solos), by Bill of other voices,” said Dean DeLoss Yellowstone Park. Wyo. (also major
Psi, national commercial society, at to be given this quarter under the children receiving treatment at the ever baked, has been donated to the Rees, Big Timber; “Drego's Serenade,” Smith, conductor of the group.
in French).
the Rainbow room of the Grill cafe !direction of the Public Exercises com- Billings hospital and it is hoped that children there for the celebration by Vic Shaholm’s orchestra; “The White Both groups will present several Physical Education—Laura Grace
on Wednesday at 8:20 o’clock. There mittee. There is no admissioncharge |with the aid of the funds raised by]Henry L. Doherty, chairman of the Star of Sigma Nu,” sung by a chorus numbers,' ;but not together as has been Martin, Stevensvlile; Sara Miles, East
will be a charge of 50 cents a plate. for any of the lectures.(these dances more can be
helped In {national ball committee.
of male voices.
done formerly.
(Continued on Potrv Two)

For Annual Ball Mi

Snell Interested
In Trackage Plan
Of Two Railways

Novel Style Show
To Replace Card
, P a rty in M arch

Annual A ct
Eliminations
To Be Held

M issoula Joins C elebration
F o r R oosevelt’s B irthday

Glee Clubs to Be
In Recital Sunday

Miller to Lecture
On France

Clly: L»w1’ L-, Cor!!1K
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MONTANA

Tuesday, Jan u ary 3 0, 1934

KA1M1N

One Man’s Opinion 168 Seniors Hope

To Complete Work

T h e M o n ta n a K a im in
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
University of Montana
Entered as second-class matter a t Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879
Subscription price, >2.60 per year

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, February 2
Interfraternity B a ll..................................................... Loyola Gymnasium
Saturday, February 3
Kappa Alpha T h e t a ........................................................................Formal
Delta Delta D e lta ............................................ .............. Pledge Fireside

Snell to Address
Federated Clubs

Prof. H. K. Snell will address the
■( Continued from P«c* One)
Ravalli County Federation of Women’s
Helena; Lin wood E. Reynolds, Spo clubs on the subject “The Year’s
kane, Wash.; Robert Gail Stansberry, Economic Progress,” when the group
Norfolk, Neb.; Billie A. Vlckerman, meets in Hamilton February 10.
Lcwistown; August William Vidro,
He will also deliver an address on
Anaconda; Ada Ernestine Wood, Stev- either the same or an associated topic
ensville.
on February 12 before the Roosevelt
Psychology—Roland Parish Free school P/-T. A.
man, Inverness.
Spanish—Florence Louise Harring W. A. A. SWIMMING PARTY
ton, Butte; Grace Marian Johnson,
TO BE HELD FEBRVAKI C
Harlowton; Eva Elvlira Lesell, Belt;
Margery
B.
Mlnnehan,
Missoula;
j
W.
A.
A.
will give a swimming party
THE BEEF MARKET
Phoebe Jane Patterson, Missoula.
jin the pool in the men's gymnasium
{Tuesday evening, February 6 at 8
Business Administration
1. D. II. Beary
Business Administration — Maurice o’clock, it was decided a t the W. A. A.
2. Merrlam Thanks
James Barry, Livingston; Creighton board meeting last Wednesday after
8. Former Editor
E. Carr, Great Falls; Mildred Almira noon. A charge of 10 cents w ill be
The sports editor answers Mr. Beary Couch, Missoula; Dorothy Deibel, made to pay for refreshments.

________
*------1— ■— ■; ------------------- —
At the Fraternities and Sororities whose daughter, Margarette, was
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was graduated from the University two
a Thursday dinner guest at the Delta years ago, was the Sunday dinner
J. STANLEY HILL..,________— ----------- ;---- ----------- ---------—E d lto /
Delta Delta house.
guest of Mrs. Brantley.
MABELLE W IL L A R D ^ , —- - , - -- ---------- ^--I-A sslstant Editor
Everett Bratcher of Helena spent Lois Wohlwend was the Sunday dlnROBERT B. JONES—---- ....
-----~ ---- Business Manager
Saturday and 8unday at the Phi Delta ner guest of Lois Knauff.
Theta house.
Carol Olson spent the week-end in
Helen Ostendorf was a dinner guest Helena vlBltlng relatives,
at the Alpha Chi Omega house Satur- Mary Jane. Prey spent the week-end
Thanks for the Criticism
day.
at her home in Anaconda.
The Kaimin strives for fairness and accuracy in all that it prints. Delta Sigma Lambda announces the
■ —...
Every line and every word that makes up the finished product passes pledging of Andreas Grande of LenCorbin Hall
Miles City; Florence Ethel Ditlmeler, Havre; Jean Siderfln Corry, Mis
nep.
Audrey Lumby was the Sunday din- in this issue's Sporty Vents.
through the hands of several students before they are published.
Missoula; Robert Edmund DussauU, soula; Mildred Almira Couch. Mis- When the Kaimin recently made the statement that a certain referee , Harold Rickman was a guest at the ner guest of Fern Flightner.
I wish to deny the statement that Butte; Terence J. Fitzpatrick, Mis soula; Dorothy Deibel, Miles City;
Alpha Tau Omega house for dinner Mrs. Marion Dahlberg was the dlnhad said things concerning the School of Mines team it.w as in all Monday.
ner guest of Dorothy Griffin on Sun- appeared In the Montana Kaimin, Jan soula; Arve N. Gllboe, Valier; Lina Florence Ethel Ditlmeier, Missoula;
Greene, Missoula; John Christian Lola Mae Dunlap, Missoula; Kathryn
uary 19, under the heading of “Sporty
sincerity. The same spirit is prevalent in the apologetic words that Sunday dtnner guests a t the Kappa day.
■are tendered on the sports page of this paper.
Alpha Theta house included Marion Ada Wood spent the week-end in Vents," concerning the Montana Hauck, Missoula; Flora Ellen Horsky, Marie Eamon, Anaconda; Jeannette K
School of Mines basketball team, and Helena; Sylvia C. Jevnager, Scobey; El dering, Myers; Eleanor Fredrick
Communications of this sort have a three-fold aspect. They dem Morse, Josephine Morrison and Lu- Garrison with Betty Ann Anderson,
Ruth Brlnck was the luncheon guest 1sh to learn Immediately the source Kauko Vallo Kinonen, Mill town; son, Butte; Vera R. Gilbert, Clyde
onstrate that reading of the Kaimin is not confined to Missoula, that d lle Roth.
Gladys L. Larson, Helena; Dorothy Park.
of
the information.
its readers are moved enough to respond to what it prints, and that Mrs. S. W. Sheets of Butte spent of Alma Phalen on Monday,
‘I fully realize that an official has Dee Miller, Idaho Falls, Idaho; Sadye Lina Greene, Missoula; Mary Chris
the past week at the Alpha Delta Pi Hope Mathews was the Sunday dinthe Kaimin is not immune to mistakes.
to take a lot of abuse in working a R. Moore, Missoula; Roy George Nel tine Hamilton, Havre; Florence Lou
house.
ner guest of Helen Steele.
ball game, but I feel it is very un son, Anaconda; Ariel Evelyn Oliver, ise Harrington, Butte; Flora Ellen
The correspondence that has come to the Kaimin editor is appar Mr. and Mrs. Frank DIvel and
- - —■
necessary for a college paper to put Missoula; Bernice Eileen O’Rourke, Horsky, Helena; Dora E. Jacobson,
ently justified. We want our readers to feel that we welcome these daughter, June, and Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Glngras-La Casse
Helena; Arnold S. Peterson, Plenty-!
Sylvia
C. Jevnager,
criticisms and any others which they may offer; we welcome the Evans of Butte were Sunday guests a t Miss Violet Gingras of Butte anti an official ‘on the spot’ a week before wood; William Everett Rand, B utte;1Anaconda;
Alphonse J. La Casse of Missoula the game is to be played especially
Scobey; Grace Marian Johnson, Har
opportunity to rectify mistakes when we make them and to justify the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
Sigma Kappa announces the pledg- were married in Denver on January when I t does not know anything of the Charles Livingston Rohel, Columbia lowton; Betty Augusta Kelleher,
ourselves in the event of misunderstanding.
Falls; Rudolph M. Sherick, Waltham;
ing of Mary and Pat Stockton of Win- 18. The groom is a former student official’s ability.
Butte; Marybelle Kerin, Missoula;
It seems to me that too much re Stanley O. Snyder, Great Falls; Clem Martha Alberta Kimball, Missoula;
nett.
at the University and a graduate oi
ent
Rankin
Spicher,
Hlngham;
For
sponsibility
for
the
winning
or
losing
Walter Cooney of Butte was a week- the School of Pharmacy in Denver
[Gladys. L. Larson, Helena; Esther
Sink or Swim?
end guest a t the Phi Delta Theta Mr. and Mrs. LaCasse will make theii of a game is put on the shoulders of rest C- Ullman, Big Timber.
Lentz, Missoula; Eva Elvlira Lesell,
The mood of the campus is about what one might expect under the house.
home in Denver where he is employee the officials, and that the loss of a Education—Lola Mae Dunlap, Mis Belt; George Beck Long, Eureka;
soula.
ball
game
seems
to
justify
the
use
Lotus Agnes McKelvie, Anaconda;
circumstances. Some of us are rather frightened at the rapidity at Kappa Alpha Theta held formal by the Wallgreen Drug company,
of an alibi in any account of the con
Forestry, Journalism
■■■■:■■ ■
Mary Beth MacKensie, Havre; Anna
which current events are shaping. To others, it is exhilarating and pledging for Jo Marsh of Poison Suntest appearing in the college paper. Bachelor of 8cience in Forestry— Katherine Marion, Poison; Laura
day morning.
Krilevel-Gates
exciting. Perhaps some of us who have never before spent any time Marcella Malone of Butte was a Don Knlevel, son of Mr. and Mrs - “In closing, I wish to state that the Lester Leroy Harris, Centerville, Ind.;
Grace Martin, Stevensville; Catherine
in honest thinking about the affairs of our country have been stim dinner guest at the Sigma Kappa I. J. Knlevel of Butte, and a formei article in question was criticized most Frank Carter Quinlln, Rahway, N. M. Mead, Missoula; Sara Miles, Bast
severely
by
your
alumni
in
Anaconda
ulated to mental activity by the program.
house Sunday.
State University student, and Naom
J.; Virgil Stephens, Colo, Iowa; Rufus [Helena; Dorothy Dee Miller, Idaho
The present offers us an exciting challenge. The generation that Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the Gates, daughter of Mr. and Mrs and others who are Interested in the Hacker Hall, Two Dot: Morris Owen Falls. Idaho; Phyllis Ford Mills, Cssadvancement of good sportsmanship. Hancock, Glendive; Earl Marlnus cade; Margery K. Minnehan, Missoula;
pledging
of
Leonard
Nelson
of
Alder.
George
Gates
of
Butte,
were
marriei
came before us gambled with economic safety and lost, and our prob
I do not know how much the state WeUon, Townsend; John F. Hlnman, Sadye R. Moore, Missoula.
lem is to find a firm basis on which to erect a new society. Looking Mrs. Bernard F. Oakes was a Sun- in Butte Wednesday, January 24.
day dinner guest at the Alpha Chi They will make their home in Butt< ment that appeared in the ‘Kaimin1 Rapelje..
Faye Nimbar, Miles City; Betty No!back over the past four years of bleakness and pessimism, we have Omega house.
where the groom is associated witl will hinder me In getting ball games Journalism—Mearl F. Freeman, In singer, Missoula: Ariel Evelyn Oliver,
lost faith in the ability of our fathers to direct our affairs and we are The fathers of members of Delta’his father in the General Tires Dis in the future, but I assure you that verness; Louise Harden, Harlowton Missoula; Bernice Eileen O’Rourke,
the statement is absolutely untrue, (also major in English)'; J. Stanley Helena; Phoebe Jane Patterson, Mis
prepared today to place our trust only in the hands of our own gen Sigma. Lambda were guests a t a smok- tributing office.
and I demand an immediate retraction Hill, Sand Coulee; Helen Eva Huxley, soula; Catherine E. Potter, Missoula;
er a t the house Friday evening.
eration.
and apology, and the basis of infor Lewl8town; Faye Nimbar, Miles City; Mildred Gloria Proctor, Kallspell;
Week-end guests at the Alpha Tau
Pomeroy-W Inters
Omega house included William Wade, Berneis Pomeroy, a former student, mation upon which the story was Charles L, B. Remington, Belt; Tom Glenn A. Reddick, Kalispell; Lin wood
C. Taylor. Troy.
Dick Fox and Tom Fox of Helena and and Frank Winters, '31, were married founded.
B. Reynolds, Spokane, Wash.; Vir
Is This a Record?
“Sincerely yours,
Walter Brlssenden of Roundup.
Music — Cornelia Clack, Havre; ginia J. Rlgney, Laurel; Ruby RogMonday afternoon a t 4:80 o'clock at
A professor on this campus who has members of his classes write
“D. H. BEARY.” Mary Christine Hamilton, Havre; ness, Roberts; Juanita Beth RuegaMrs. M. Skones and Mrs. M. A.: the Missoula Country club. Rev. T.
term papers, recently told another professor that he had received the Farnsworth were guests a t the Delta W. Bennett performed the ceremony.
Dora E. Jacobson, Anaconda.
mer, Livingston; Helen M. Schroeder,
same manuscript nine times and that he was experimenting to see how Sigma Lambda house for dinner Sun Mrs. Winters was given in marriage The Kaimin prints a message from Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy— Missoula; Raymond Edwin Smalley.
Mr.
Merrlam:
Mary Dohi, Glasgow; Robert Edmund Roundup; Robert Gail Stansberry,
many times persons belonging to that particular fraternity would hand day.
by her father who came from Butte
Actives and pledges of Alpha Ohi for' the occasion? Vanlta O’Con “To the Editor of the Kaimin:
Dueaault, Butte; Lyle DOnald Hurt, Norfolk, Neb.; Lewis E. Steensland,
in the manuscript.
Omega gathered at the house Monday nell, a former student, was brides “The Frontier and Midland is the Trout Creek; Archibald J. Klmpel, Big Timber; Thelma Pearl Swenson,
In another instance, the son of an instructor wrote themes and term
work
of
many
people,
notably
Mr.
for a buffet supper.
Hlngham; 8!ster Pius Augustine (G. Dutton; Dorothy R. Taylor, Troy;
papers on any subject for twenty-five cents each. He obtained for his Betty Robinson was a week-end maid. James Martin, a fraternity Brassil Fitzgerald, Mrs. Grace Stone MacDonald), Missoula; Warren Phel Billie A. Vlckerman, Lewlstown; Aug
brother of the groom, was best man.
literary endeavors three dollars for an A, two for a B and one for a C. guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma The bride was lovely in a white Coates and Mr. Paul C. Phillips; in an, Chinook.
ust William Vidro, Anaconda; jClartheir, behalf and in my own 1 wish to
At the same time he put an athlete through required English courses house.
chiffon dress with accessories to express appreciation of the generous Bachelor of Laws—Ruth May Adair, ence David Watson, Helena; Bessie
Beth Hammett was a Sunday dinner match. She carried a corsage of roses.
Helena; Edward Cardwell Alexander, Wheeler Webster, Kalispell; Robert
by donating to him a book of his old high school themes.
and joyous co-operation of students,
How enlightening it must be for a person to correct the same theme guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma A reception and dance a t the Missoula faculty and townspeople, under the Whitehall; Frank Lane Benson, Amer- Kenneth Wickware, Valier; Olga J.
lean
Falls, Idaho; John Wilson Chap- Wik, Kalispell; Mary Wilkinson, Mishouse.
nine times! Is it any wonder that instructors grow “ hard” and sus Saturday dinner guests at the Kap- Country club followed the ceremony. leadership of Mrs. C. F. Deiss and man, Missoula; Robert Driscoll Cor- soula; Ada Ernestine Wood, StevensMrs. Winters is a member of Delta Miss Lucia Mirrielees, to make the
picious of quarterly themes?
ette, Butte; Walter B. Dean, Jr., For- Jvllle.
i Kappa Gamma house included Gamma sorority and Mr. Winters is
When students accept handed-down papers they imagine they are Dorothy Anne Bailey, Virginia Crutch member of Phi Sigma Kappa fra benefit dance last Friday a success. syth; Edward Trefflie Dussault, M is-j-----------------;——... —— - ...i;..—
It is heartening to those who are soula; David B. Fitzgerald, Livings
getting by “easy.” It never occurs to them that their instructor may field, Marion Mix, Jane Boden and ternity.
carrying a project to know that the ton; Francis A. Gallagher, Billings;
D O N ’T F O R G E T
be a common observer and often times a brilliant one. They fail to Kathlene Fitzgerald.
community in which they are working John Christian Hauck. Missoula; Rob
In order to make a good appear
Delta Delta Delta Initiation
comprehend that this is the sort of thing that fills the daily newspaper Mary Kohn and Virginia Graybeal
ance
you must look neat Always
supports
them.
That
everybody
were dinner guests at the Kappa Initiation was held by Delta Delta
ert Caraway Hendon, Lewlstown;
keep your suits cleaned and
criminal columns. The only difference is that the work of someone Kappa Gamma house on Monday.
seemed to have an enjoyable evening Grant W. Kelleher, Butte; Paul TheoDelta for eight girls Saturday night. is a fine feature of the benefit.
pressed.
else is regarded as a commercial enterprise.
phiie Keller, Kellog, Idaho; Joseph
John McClernan and Pat Donovan The new initiates include Virginia
“H. G. MERRIAM. Editor.” James McCaffery, Jr., Butte; John
In everday school life at least one person can analyze the offending were Tuesday dinner guests a t the Backus, Dillon; Margaret Hewson,
Harry’s Tailor Shop
student as a lazy, thick, slovenly type. Surely it does not take a great Sigma Chi house.
Helen Williamson, Shelby; Dorcas Trivialities have caused wars, but Warren Ross, Fromberg; John E.
deal of ingenuity to write term papers and the resultant grade would Alex Cunningham of Helena was a Kelleher, Stanford; Thelma Knutson, one man’s molehill is usually another Sheehan, Butte; William H. Veeder,
Big Fork; Oliver Wold, Laurel;
week-end guest at the Sigma Chi Devon; Ruth Adair, Helena; Jean
be far less tainted.
man’s mountain. The author of this
house.
Kountz, Whitehall, and Frances was editor of “The Forestry Kaimin” Charles Lowell Zimmerman, Town
send.
Mrs. B. G. McBride and daughter, Graves, Roundup. Sunday morning a
|of 1921 (when the Publication came
Jewel, were Sunday dinner guests at breakfast was given at the house in
Teacher's Certificates
What Is a Barbecue?
out in newspaper form). An explana
the Alpha XI Delta house.
Those filing applications for cer
tion Is due him.
Since the country is plastered over with “ barbecue” signs, it might Dorothea Elder was a guest a t the honor of the new members.
Mrs. Fan Packard of Whitehall, an The ball of the year 1921 was held tificates to teach are:
be supposed that the American people know what a barbecue is — Alpha XI Delta house on Sunday.
alumni member of the sorority, came in the old gym. The following year Jane Marie Adaml, Butte; Judith C.
especially as it is a peculiarly American institution. But probably not Alpha Phi held initiation Saturday Saturday for initiation and returned [(school year of '21-’22) the ball was Almini, Somers; Kathryn Eloise Bail
one “ barbecue lunch” patron in a hundred gets the idea. Nor, for night for Catherine SInnott, Butte; to her home Sunday.
[held downtown in Union hall because ey, Corvallis; Evelyn Balgord, Le
that matter, one barbecue proprietor in a hundred. From the ordinary Leah Orvis, Glasgow; Lucille Thurs
a greater crowd was expected than vina; Ralph A. Brandt, Joplin; Lynda
ton, Stanford; Elolse Ruffcorn, Glas
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
Initiation
Jane Bruclchauser, Kalispell; Mary
|the gym could accommodate.
usage, the word seems to signify something like a grill, or a grilled gow, and Norma Hammer of Stanford.
The 100 Per Cent Anti-Knock
Castles, Superior; Cornelia Clack,
steak, though often, even such vague connection with reality is miss Sunday dinner guests a t the Alpha Sigma Alpha Epsilon held initiation {“Editor, Montana Kaimin:
Gasoline
for 13 Friday night. Those initiated On the front page of your issue of
ing. The restaurant grill, by the way, began to lose its publicity pull Phi house were June Hartley, Evelyn were Sidney Smith, Scobey; Jack
January 19 you state the Foresters’
Mendall,
Bloise
Ruffcorn,
Lucille
when the “ soda grill” came in.
Oliver, Anaconda; Robert Tamplln, {Ball of 1921 was held downtown in
It is reported that one of the states where nominal barbecues arej Thurston and Mrs. H. S. Thurston of Jack Terrill, James Meagher, Great Missoula, a t Union hall.
Stanford.
Falls;
Albert McArthur, Clyde Carpino, “Are you sure?
most numerous is now preparing to hold its first real barbecue in two
Helen Pollinger of Corvallis was a
Certified Lubrication
generations. And people are discovering to their surprise that a bar week-end guest at the Alpha Phi Edward Cooney, David Thomas, Butte; “I remember the Foresters’ Ball of
Reduced Prices
Bob Higham, Belfry; Waldron Boger, 1921 quite well, and am of the opinion
becue is an open-air feast at which an animal, usually an ox, is roasted house.
on Portables
Cooney, David Thomas, Butte; Robert that it was held on the campus in the
whole.
Alpha Phi entertained Sunday eve Higham, Belfry; Waldron Boger,
old gym.
See Us a t Our New Location—
Oh, well, we can’t expect to have an ox roasted whole every time ning at a tea given in honor of the Thomas Hartwig, Dillon, and L. C.
119
EAST BROADWAY
“Respectfully,
Ennis, an ami late of the chapter
we need a sandwich on the road. But it's a shame to spoil so fine a new initiates.
“LEONARD B. RADTKE.”
Saturday night dinner guests a t the which recently received its national
word and lose one of America’s grandest contributions to the culinary
'Alpha Phi house were Helen Pollin charter at James Mllllkin university.
art.
ger, Esther Lentz, Helen Schroeder, The new Initiates were guests a t a
Corner Sixth and Higgins
Outside our own college circles how many people might understand Margaret Leshou, Grace Tubbs and dinner at the house 8unday. Dr. and
the jargon used on the State University campus? To us it is natural, Martha Kimball.
Mrs. Harry Turney-High were also
and second thought is never given an expression after it is used. Should
dinner guests.
North Hall
it be regarded literally, that might be a different story.
Alpha Kappa PsI Holds Formal
Mrs. H. S. Thurston of Stanford vis
Ceremony for Three Men
ited her daughter, Lucille, over the Swim Party Given
The pen is mightier than the sword, and starts more wars, When week-end.
_
,
LAST TIMES TODAY!
LAST TIMES TONJGHT!
pens turn pacifist, the swords won’t have much to do.
Helena.Eck spent the week-end at
B y M o u n ta in e e r s
Alpha Kappa Pal, national profes
sional commercial fraternity, held for
her home in Helena.
|
------ -----O f f f f W A /p i a / c I p f f P F
of the school of its progress and funcHarriet Freebourne spent the week- Thirteen Mountaineers last Wednes- mal initiation for three members last
C1PUT”
— In —
I S f l l f t f IIC IrV 3 L C I I C l
lions and to keep them in close con- end at her home in Butte.
(day enjoyed ..a swimming party at the Wednesday''evening at 7:30 o’clock In
wuh
“ Cross Country^
f'O a t s d u d f c s I
the Montana School of ForMarian Lewellen was the Sunday Wilma plunge. It was one of the the foyer of the Little Theatre.
With the Greatest Cast in
dinner guest of Jeanette Gochenour. closing events on the January sched- New members of the organization
Screen History!
C t t i i s e **
The January news letter contained Mrs; P. Hanson and her daughter, ule of the organization.
are William Harris, Deer Lodge; Al
The School of Forestry news letter, articles on the activities of the For- Norma, were Sunday dinner guests of Those who attended were Bob Ruth- len Conrad, Laurel, and Charles
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
containing news and activities of the] eslry club and the Druids. Reports Pamela- Fergus.
jerford, Missoula, and Helen Trafck, Rohel, Columbia Falls.
members of the 3chool of Forestry were issued on the skating rink, For- Elizabeth Reifenrath spent the Deer Lodge, both University students;
The following men were pledged
during the month of January, has esters’ ball, the new tractor, For- week-end at her home in Helena.
Prof. C. H. Rledell and Prof, and Mrs. Wednesday afternoon* Philip Man
—il n —
" - — In —
been mailed to graduates and former esters’ Song Book and general campus Ruth Perham spent the week-end in E. M. Little of the State University ning, Lewlstown; Meyer Harris, Park
“ The Right to
“ Blood Money ”
students throughout the United States news.
Butte.
faculty, and Edythe Hall, Vera Brun City; Leonard Nelson, Alder; Rudolph
and foreign countries.
The last two pages of the letter Mr. and Mrs. DIvel of Butte visited ner, Mary Jo Pershipa, Craig Smith. Sherick, Waltham, and Paul Stelnman,
Romance”
w Al
2Sc
The letter, published monthly by contained news of graduates and their daughter, Nan, over the week Richard Smith, Hazel Swearingen, Missoula.
— Another Big One!
__ ________
the Druids, forestry honorary, is de changes of address of graduates and end.
Harriet Linn and Mrs. Beulah Boyer,
signed to inform all former students former students.
Mrs. J. Heinsch of Deer Lodge, all of Missoula.
Patronise Kaimin Advertisers
~II rbI s
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Grizzlies Conclude Basketball Trip
Winning Two Games Out of. Three
Quint FoDows Miner Victory By Dropping Contest to Normal Club
And Nosing Out Idaho, Southern Branch
Doing well in spite of a disastrous fray at Dillon, the Montana
Grizzlies concluded a week-end basketball tour winning two games
and losing one. Thursday night, the Grizzlies bolstered their claim
on the state hoop title with a decisive 47-37 victory over the School
of Mines quint, but lapsed back to a<p—— ■■ . 1■ - ----------------- —
tie for first place in the standings by! W J
W
j
dropping Friday night’s contest to the I J [ / O O P M m jC d U d T
State Normal School a t Dillon by a '
*
44-86 margin. The trip was concluded
at Pocatello, Idaho, with a win over
the Idaho Tigers, 88-87.
The Miner game established the
OrisslieB as one of the top-notchers I .
I . - —|
^ . t h ! ^ ^ ^ defeat a t DUlonlphi Delts Are Defeated for First
put the Normalitee on a par with the
Time By D. S. L Squad
Grizzlies and confused the standings
By 19-17 Score
of the major teams of the state. The
Grizzlies now need wins over the.
Bobcats and possibly a return en Phi Delta Theta, Interfraternity
gagement with the Normalites for a league basketball leaders, met their
clear title to the state crown.
ffirst reversal, taking a 10-17 defeat
at the hands of an inspired Delta
Normal Club Scores Upset
£
A clear-thinking, straight-shooting Sigma Lambda five, in the only game
Saturday morning. Phi Sigma
band of hoop stars from the State played
F
won from Sigma Nn by default
Normal School showed extraordinary Kappa
*
ability at the foul line Friday night vwhen the Sigma Nus failed to show up
to upset the Grizzlies, 44-35, and tie for
f the game.
up the state hoop race. The Grizzlies Delta Sigma Lambda was too hot
tor
had 18 chances in free throws, but | the Phi Delta, and led from a few
after the start until the gun.
converted only 7, while the Normalites minutes
n
score at half time was 10-7 In
tossed 14 gift shots out of 18 to decide The
1
favor
of the D. S. L’s. Miller and
the contest.
*
were both hot for the winners
The Qrisslies showed no signs of Castles
£
7 and 6 points respectively.
weariness After their game with the scoring
*
man of the five playing for the
Miners, but the shooting and floor- Every
®
work of the home club was top much vwinners scored. Bergeson tallied .7
points, and was closely followed by
for the Invaders. The game was ®
with 6, to keep the Phi Delta
rough, and many fouls were called on Crowley
C
In the running.
both sides.
The
lineups:
A1 Heller, Gristly center, led the
Phi Deli (17)
scoring of both teams with 17 points. I>. s. L. (18)
(7)
.............Bergeson (7)
Rouse and Dyche of the Normal team Miller
*
Forward
following with 11 points apiece.
Castles (6)
....... B. Lacklen (2)
Lineup and summary:
C
Forward
Grizzlies (35)
FG FT PF Pts.
Moe (2) .......^.r,TLr.*,irv.....Maury
Brown, f ....------------- 8
1 8
7®
Center
Erickson, f
___ 1 1 2
8
(2) .._;'^^^:„„«...._.Haskell
Blastic, f ...............
1
0 8 2 Aldrich
J
Guard
Flanagan, f ................... 0 1 1 l
—,.^£i^...C row ley (6)
Heller, c ____________7
3 4 17 ^White (2)
Guard
Dahlberg, c
0 0 0 0
Rhinehart, g
0 0 0 0 Substitutes: Phi Delta Theta—J.
Sorenson, Wheaton (2).
HUeman, g .................... 0 0 4 0 Lacklen,
1
Reynolds, g ............. .... 2 1 2 5

M eets Loss
In Schedule

Sigma Nu Gains
Lead in Bowling
League Contest

MONTANA

K A I MI N

dilemma trying to figure out which
one to start all the time.
o-o
In Hal Lee the Huskies have one of
In the January 19 issue of the Kai the best guards in the conference, and
min, this column carried certain re Lee has proved himself by being the
marks about Mr. Beary, who has ref biggest threat in the Husky lineup.
ereed many of the collegiate basket^ With him are Dick Cook and Joe
ball games of the state, and these Weber, both of whom are capable
remarks were interpreted by some guards.
as a reflection on Mr. Beary's integ
o-o
rity.
The forward posts are well taken
o-o
care of by Bob Galer, the leading
In making those remarks, the writer scorer in the conference, and Jack
did not wish, In any way, to reflect Hanover, a midget tosser who is
on Mr. Beary's character. The re a whirlwind at floor-work and shoot
marks were made to ballyhoo the ing.
Miner team, and make the readers of
o-o
the Kalmln realize that the Grizzlies Galer, who has tossed more points
had a tough opponent to play.
than any other coast player, has dis
proved the old adage that a good scor
o-o
The quotation used was obtained er must be big and tall. Before this
from what the writer considered to be year the leading scorers have nearly
a reliable source. The Kalmln sports always been well over six feet, and
department Is anxious to retract any usually were playing center. But
Inaccuracies. Further, we regret that Galer, who is a forward, Is well under
the purpose In this instance was mis six feet.
o-o
interpreted.
The southern division of the Coast
o-o
conference is in a merry whirl with
We hope that Mr. Beary and his the Southern California Trojans and
associates will realize that the articles the California Bruins fighting tooth
were published out of respect for the and nail for the lead of the circuit
School of Mines basketball team and Both have strong squads, and both are
not out of disrespect for Mr. Beary.
at the top.
o-o
o-o
In fact, Coach Lewandowskl and Fighters got under way Friday In
the Grizzly players were fully satis the first of the elimination rounds for
fied with Mr. Beary's work in both the finals of the M Club tournament,
the Miner game and the Normal school I which will be held February 81. Plenty
contest, and none had any “beefs" to of Interest Is being shown In the fights
register for his officiating In those and there will be more than enough
excitement when the winners of the
contests.
j preliminaries meet for the State Uni
o-o
The state basketball race seems to versity titles.
o-o
be well knotted now after last week
end when the Montana State Normal Wrestlers will get under way this
school went on a rampage to defeat afternoon to determine the champion
both the State University and the ship challengers in that event. Fans
School of Mines. These two wins put will see a full card at the finals with
the Normal quint in a tie for the lead boxing, wrestling and fencing offered
as entertainment.
with the Grizzlies.
' o-o
o-o
Only three more days until the
After hanging a defeat on the Griz- groundhog comes out to decide whether
lles Friday night, the Normalites went or not we will have early track and
ahead Saturday to stop the Orediggers, baseball weather, but if the weather
89-38, which put the Miners at the keeps up at its present rate we have
bottom of the heap. The Bobcats have nothing to worry about from the
beaten the Normal squad, and the j groundhog. He is unnecessary, at
Miners have topped the. Bobcats, all least.
of which makes the race very inter
esting.
o-o
A atle la Campus
The proper thing to do now is to
Viaitor Thia Week
arrange a return game between the
Grizzlies and the Normal club, in or Edwin P. Astle, graduate of the
der to make one squad pass the other School of Journalism, '32, is in Mis
In the win and loss column. We think soula On business. While attending
that a return contest would leave no school Astle wrote the humorous col
doubt as to which was the better umn for the Kaimln called. “The
team.
Huddle.” He was also the president
o-o
of the Press Club and of Sigma Delta
The Grizzlies did pretty well on Chi, men’s professional journalism
their week-end tour, winning two and fraternity.
losing one. At Butte, the boys were At present Astle is traveling repre
and stopped the Orediggers In sentative for the Sego Milk company,
great style, and a t Pocatello they with headquarters at Butte.
nosed ont a strong Idaho Tiger. Bnt
that Dillon defeat is one black mark
on the schedule.
Miaaoula Laundry Co.

Sporty Vents

Totals .......................14
7 18 25 »
Normal (44)
FG FT
PF Pts.
Callahan, t ..................... 3 0 0 6
Dyche, f
6 1 .4 11
Erdally, f _____
1
2 0 4
McGinley, c-f i...... ........ 0
0 0 0
Medsker, c
2 6 4 10 1Phi Delta Theta Wins Two Games
Prom Sigma Chi; Faculty
Thompson, g .....m^ . , 1 0 1 2
Take Second Place
Hickey,
0 0 0 0
Rouse, g
8 ,6 4*11
Sigma Nn No. 1 took undisputed
leadership of the Interfraternity Bowl
Totals
IS U I I 44 Jing league, scoring three victories
Grizzlies Stop Tigers
over Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 2,679 to
Winding up the three-game tour, the ,!,275. Rand, Sigma Nu, rolled 216 for
Montana G rinlies nosed out Idaho, high
j
single game and 626 for the high
Southern branch, 88-87, in a thrilling tthree game total of the day. Faculty
game Saturday night by the margin bowlers
|
rolled Into second place in
of one free throw. The game was the
j
league taking two games from
D
RYCLEA
N
ERS
close all the way through, and neither Sigma
<
Nu No. 2 by a score of 2,609 The next encounter for the Grizzlies
team held much of an advantage ex- to
. 2,829. Professor Suchy rolled high ill be at Tacoma February 7 and 8
PHOBI 8118
cept in the final period when the (est single game toppling 243 pins. when they tackle the College of Puget
Hat Blocking
Bug Cleaning
Tigers staged a nine-point rally be- Professor
j
Severy rolled 623 for high Sound. Then they go to Seattle the
tore falling under the Grizzly sharp- tthree game total. Phi Delta Theta next two days to meet the Washington
shooters,
}won two games from Sigma Chi by Huskies in a brace of games. They
The margin of victory wa& only a £a score of 2,461 to 2,483. Gates, Phi won't be seen on their home court
PREVENT WRINKLES— KEEP
free throw, both teams were even on Delta
j
Theta, rolled 621 for high three until February 16, when the Bobcats
the number of field goals tossed dur game score and Ennis, a teammate, invade Missoula for a series.
YOUR COM PLEXION
ing the fray. Montana led a t the half Jrolled 202 for top single game.
o-o
YO U N G W ITH
by one point, and advanced that lead Team standings:
Not much is known here about the
to a safe margin until the final min
College
of
Puget
Sound,
but
the
Griz
Won Lost P e t
utes. Then, a powerful Tiger rally ,Sigma Nn, No. 1
—j 8 1 .888 zlies are in tor two strenuous nights
swept aside tbe Grizzlies, falling one jFaculty ................... .... 4
2 .666 a t Seattle. The Washington club seems
, Beauty
point short just as tbe guu ended the LPhi Delta Theta
6 8 .644 well on its way to the Pacific Coast
game.
| Sigma Chi
__...___ I 5 8 .833 conference title, and has one of the
The Tigers were hot on the basket LSigma Alpha Epsilon ...... 2 7 .222 most powerful quints in the west
with Mullca leading all scorers with LSigma Nu No. 2 ........... 1 8 .111
o-o
18 points. Dellinger made 11 tallies
The Huskies are well-equipped in
and Egan tossed 10 points to stay
every position, and Coach “Hec” Edclose behind, while Chuck Flanagan
mundsen has three centers that keep
led the Grizzly sharpshooters with 121
him guessing all the time. His three
points.
stars are Wagner, Merrin and Bishop,
Coach Lewandowski started-his sec
all of them good enough to play firstond string against the Tigers, the a l-rTwo Squads Are Chosen to Give string ball, and Bdmundsen is in a
SKIN
ternates doing well against Idaho for
Exhibition Contest
a while. Then the Tigers started hit
FRESHENER
Two
teams
chosen
from
members
of
ting the ring, and the first team was
and FACIAL ASTRIN G EN T
OUR WORK
the University swimming squad will
rushed in to handle the home clnb.
N elson's C reations for W om en's Loveliness
Is Onr Best Recommendation
stage a swimming meet in the men’s
Lineup and summary:
Grizzlies (88)
FG FT PF Pts. gymnasium next Saturday evening at
Flanagan, f
............4 4
1 If: 7:80 o'clock. Included in the meet Metropole Barber Shop
Harkness Drug Store
Basement B. k H. Jewelry Store
Erickson, f.................... 2 0 /2 4 will be a diving exhibition and a dem
Corner Pine and Higgins
Blastic, f ........................ 1 0 1 2 onstration of Red Cross tactics. Sev
Brown, f
— .... ......... 1 0
2 2 eral swimmers will give an eccentric
Heller, c ^
— .....8 1 0
7 exhibition. George Boileau, Univer
Dahlberg, c ..»...... 1
0
0 2 sity swimming coach, has divided his
Rhinehart, g
0 0 2 squad into two teams in order to pro
Hileman, g ...»............... 8 0
0 6 vide competition for his men. Team
Holloway, g —
0 1 0 % 1 No. 1 Includes Captain Bell, McArthur,
Reynolds, g
0 0
2 0 Turrell, Hawkins, Roskie, Davis, Ter
rill, Page and Huppe. Team No. 2]
Totals
16 6 8 38 numbers Captain Hennings, Anglaud,
Idaho Tigers (87) FG FT PF Pts. Garvey, McKenzie, Landall, Sherman
Carte, f ....1 0
0 2 and Valiton as members. Divers who
McDermott, t
.... .
0 0
0 0 will compete are LaCasse, Spud
You have it, Grizzlies, and you are winning basketball
Hale, f
0 1 0
1 Regan. Missoula County high school
games. Keep up that spirit and you will come out on top.
Egan, c
....4 2
1 10 champion, and Ira Kopelman of the
As you have confidence in yourselves, so we have con
Mullca, g ...................... 6 1
3 18 University squad.
fidence in you and are behind you in every game—
Dellinger, g
5 1
3 11 Elmo Cure, Tom Wigal, John Blair
win or lose.
Green, g
0 0
0 0 and Jim Wheaton will give a demon
stration of Red Cross life saving tac
Totals .......—............16
6 7 87 tics, which will occupy about fifteen
minutes. A charge of 16 cents for
Aubrey Benton visited in Butte over students and 25 cents for adults is
being made to defray costa.
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Frosh Defeated
Mat Artists Open
Oakes Gets
By Butte Squad
Elimination Tourney
Two Games
In Fast Contest High* Copenhaver and White Win
For Frosh Al Brown Stars for High School! Matches I First Round
d

M. Waddell Counts Most
For Cubs

Cubs Will Meet Anaconda High
And Fisher-Kraabel Squads
An inspired Butte high school quint
In Tough Contests
took advantage of the State Univer
sity freshmen’s lack of experience
With the need for games his great Friday night at Butte to defeat the
est handicap, Coach B. F. Oakes of Cubs in a nip and tuck battle by a
the Cub basketball squad announces 40-34 score. The scholastics, paced
that he has scheduled two games for by Al Brown who tossed 19 points,
his squad to play this week. Wednes sh’owed an uncanny eye for the basket,
day, the Cubs will play the Fisher- making a large percentage of their
Kraabel team of the Independent shots.
league in Missoula, and Friday, the Mark Waddell, an ex-Darby high
freshmen will journey to Anaconda to school star, was the only Cub to play
meet the strong Anaconda high -school the entire game, running up 15 points
team which is now in a tie tor the In that time. Most of the Cubs got
leadership of the Montana Big 14.
Into the lineup, but did not play long
Fisher-Kraabel’s hoop squad is now enough to get their shooting eyes per
sharing the lead of the local Indepen fected.
dent league, and has one of the Butte forged ahead to lead at half
strongest local clubs seen in action time by a 12-4 margin, bnt the Cabs,
this year. The squad is paced by Peck j drew up in the third period to make
McFarland, ex-Bobcat star, and Em the game close until the Butte final
mett Buckley, a former Grizzly hoop spurt put the victors ahead a t the
player.
final gun.
Anaconda seems to be title-bound Coach Bunny Oakes used his entire
in high school hoop circles and will squad, and found several good pros
prepared to show the Grizzly Cubs pects around which he can build his
a thing or two about basketball when team. The Cubs showed plenty of
the two teams meet. The Smelter city talent, but could not match the
squad has trampled its five conference smoothness and skill of the Butte
foes under heavy scores, and the team stars.
has a bevy of sharpshooters who will Lineup and summary:
extend the Cubs to the utmost.
Butto (40)
Cubs (34)
The Butte game last week showed Brown (19)
......Smith (6)
plenty of talent among the Cub play
Forward
ers, but the lack of teamwork and ex Malkovlch (13) _______ Waddell (16)
perience is evident. Coach Oakes will
Forward
concentrate upon team play for the Bukvich (4) ........ ............Conklin (4)
rest of this week, and plans to shift
Center
his men around until he has a win Sandstrom (1) .............. Noyes (2)
ning combination.
Guard
McNeal (1) ............................Popovich
Arnold Peterson and James Meagh
Guard
er drove to Superior Saturday.
Substitutions: Butte—McIntyre (2),

Wrestlers, hot after the crowns now
worn by State University champions,
swung into action yesterday when
three matches were staged to open
the elimination rounds of the M club
tournament The finals will be held
February 21.
High threw Carter in 7 minutes and
30 seconds to win the first match.
Copenhaver pinned Gobel’s shoulders
to. the mat in 42 seconds for his ini
tial win, while White won a decision
from Warden. High, Copenhaver and
White advanced to the next round in
their divisions and will meet other
opponents.
Miller; Cubs — Rathbert, Nelson,
Keithley (6), Babich, Castles (1),
Haskell, Hlgham.
Referee—Mike Henry, Washington
State.

The First National Bank
The First and Oldest
National Bank In
Montana

Tinted Slippers
To Match

W ill A d d to Y o u r
E n s e m b le
A One-Hour Service

Youngren Shoe Shop

Poor
Robinson Crusoe

Garden Court

Swimming Teams
Will Stage Meet

Confidence

Builds a Winning Team

The Montana Power Co.

Cast away on an island, he had to spend most of his time in thinking. He
had to make all of his clothes himself, out of goat-skins. He must have spent
many hours in planning the way he wanted his next suit to look. Wouldn't he
have been thankful for a Kaimin to give him a few suggestions? True, he
couldn't patronize Kaimin advertisers, but we bet he would have been glad
to walk into a store and say "I saw it in the Kaimin." Robinson Crusoe would
have been glad to have our opportunity.
No goat-skins for us, when all we have to do is look through the columns of
the Kaimin for what we want. It is just as easy to find what we are going to
buy in the Kaimin as it is to say, when we buy it, "I saw it in the Kaimin."

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

The Montana Kaimin
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KAI MI N

(3), Shaw (5), Elliot (4), Worden (8).

Alpha Kappa Psi
South hall west wing numbered two
Eliminations South Hall Quint sharpshooters,.
Castles with 7 points
Holds Hoop Lead and Olsen with 8 and had good sup All men on the swimming squad re-j To Hear Atkinson
For M Club
port from every player to win 26-16 port promptly in the tank room a t 6
Tomorrow Night
For Independents over
the Students Co-op. Haynes o’clock for practice. Pictures will bei
looked
te
st
for
the
Co-op
team
with
Six'
Students
Pledged Last Week;
A re Started West Wing Scores Two Victories Nash scoring 6 for runnerup honors. taken so bring suits.
Banquet, to Honor Three
To Remain a t Top
Of Schedule

present.
Six students of tbie School of Busi[ness Administration were pledged by I
Alpha Kappa* Psi last Wednesday.
]They are Meyer Harris, Park Clty;]
Philip Manning, Lewlstown; Leonard
Nelson, Alder; Morris .Newgard, Kalispell; Rudolph Sherlck, Waltham,]
and Paul Steinman, Missoula.

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

A Complete Banking
Service

South, W. (25) Student#’ Co-op (16)
Pan-Hellenic council will meet to
3tew Members
Castles (7» 1..................... ..Haynes (6) night at 5 o’clock in Main hall.
THE
VICKERMAN RECOVERS
Professor E. A. Atkinson of the
Forward
8outh hall west wing continued to jS t John (1) .Vv.......... .......... Nash (5)
Will the student In the Pharmaoyj Department of Psychology, a member
W ESTERN MONTANA
lead the Independent basketball rUce,
department who turned In his senior
Bill Vickerman, who was confined
Forward
NATIONAL BANK
of Beta chapter, Alpha Kappa Psi,
to St. Patrick’s hospital last week-end
Eighteen fighters, savagely clubbing scoring victories over the Town inde P. Sherick (4)........ .....^._..... .Yllnen activity list without a name please go
will deliver an address on "Psycho^ because of Illness, was released Sun-]
Missoula, Montana
pendents
by
a
score
of
18-17.
and
Stu
to
the
Sentinel
office
In
the
student'
Center
each other for the right to battle the
logical Barometer of Brands” at the day.
champions, ushered In this year’s M| dents’ Co-op, 25-16. East wing wal Olsen (8) ..................................Koterba store and Identify it?
loped
the
Students*
Co-op,
25r6
and
Alpha Kappa Psi banquet Wednesday
club elimination rounds last Friday.
Guard
There will be an important joint:
dropped a close'one to the town team Sydom ........ .......~;....~.-v..Selvlg (4 )1
evening. The banquet, to be held in
The bouts were fougnt before a
Bear Paw-Spur meeting at 7:30;
by 24-23. More and more men are
Guard
the Rainbow room of the Grill In
yelling, pushing group of spectators turning out for the Independent games
o'clock tomorrow night in Room 107,
honor
of three new members who were
who hindered the fighters on several each evening. Games are played be Substitutes: West—Murphy, Erwin iMain hall.
Initiated last week, will begin at 6:30
(2), R. Sherick (3), Lefler, Koraac,
occasions. Knockdowns were numer
tween the four teams entered, ead
Clapp; Co-op—Lousen, Wildschut (1)J There will be a meeting of the Art o'clock. There will be a charge of 60
ous, none from hard punches, but
Monday and Wednesday evening be
Town* independents and west wing!club Thursday evening at 7:80 o’clock; cents a plate.
rather from shoves or sheer exhaus ginning at 7:30 o’clock.-.
Is Offering New Low Prices
All alumni, actives and pledges in
staged a thriller last night witty, th e 1in the Fine Arts studio.
tion.
the society are expected to attend.
Earl Dunahay.won a decision from Town independents and South hall South hall aggregation finally taking'
— o n —^ '
Bob Tweto in the first of the fights east wing staged a thriller with Bona,- the decision 18-17, with St. John sink- winners with 12 points, Johnson trail Faculty members of the School of
Friday. A straight left was Dunahay’s wltz’8 6 markers and Beery’s 10 prov lng 7 points to lead the winners. Shaw j ing with 6. Selvig showed tlte only Business Administration will also be
basketball talent for the Co-op team
biggest asset, and he used it to an ing a bit too much for a hard fight was high point man with 11 points.
West Wing (18) and made 4.
advantage over his more inexperi ing South aggregation. Shaw was Town (17)
Students’ Co-op (5)
Phone 2442
enced opponent. They are bantam high for the dormitory boys with 5 Shaw (11) ..........................Castles (4) East Wing (25)
points.
Billot (12) ...............
Blsethagen
Forward
weights.
R
A
I
N
B
O
W
BARBERSHOPA
N
D
South Hall E. (23)
Forward
Featherweights supplied the next Town (24)
Barry (2) .......................... 8t. John (7)
BEA
U
TYPARLOR
Warden (2)
Nash
Forward
bout when Elmer Gits won a decision IPickett (1)......... ........... Thompson (3)
136 Higgins Aye;
Forward
—with initials
Hansen ....... - ......—.~-,^-.w 4 -Hufflne
from Bill Cochran with a steady flow
Forward
IT PATS TO LOOK WELL
Shaw (3)
....................... Selvig (4)
Center
of uppercuts, gaining enough points Hanson (2) ______ .:........... ....Laurie
Center
to win the unanimous decision of the
Oss (2 ) ................... ..— ..............Olson
Forward
We Have All Colors
Laine (2) .......................
Pohlod
Guard
judges. In the next battle, Neil Heily Beery (10) .................... P. Sherick (2)
Guard
was required to go an extra ronnd to
Pickett
(2)
.........................Sedan
(4)
Center
Johnson (6) ............................ Koterba
gain a decision over Len Vance.
Guard
....Murphy
Guard
Substitutes: West—Erwlne, SherVance won the first round, but Heily Bonawitz (6) —
— a t th e — '
Guard
Substitutes: Co-op—Lasb, Hardin,
won the second to even the fight and
rick (3).
.... Johnson (3)
M atter Cleaners
Oldest and Largest
then copped the extra stanza to win. Oss (3)
South hall east wing had no trouble Lousen (1).
Guard
They are lightweights.
with an inexperienced Students’ Co-op
and
Dyers
The light heavyweights supplied the Substitutes: Town — O’Donnell quintet and romped to an easy 25-5 Marian Lewellen of Plains has with
next fight when Bill Krueger won a Shaw (2) ; East—McPherron, Lainc, !victory. Elliot*showed best for the drawn from school.
hair-line decision from Bob Hillman
In a hard, clever fight
Ferrara Wins
Joe Ferrara started the activities
for Monday afternoon when he de
feated Joe Clemow through better
fighting and superior punching.
Clemow was no match tor the more
clever Ferrara.
In the bantamweight group, Orvo
Kinonen eliminated Doc' Labbltt
through the clever use of a devastat
ing left jab which stopped Labbitt’s
only serious threat in the first round.
George Niewoehner beat Bob Nelson
in a slow fight which was character
ized by the sluggishness of both
boxers. Time and again the youths
were warned to speed up a bit, but
evidently Referee Bob Prendergast’s
warnings were unheard, because the
fight was finished in the same lacka
daisical manner In which it started.
Sfrlpp Scores K.O.
In the next fight Bert Stripp won n
technical K.O. from Marvin Smoot in
the second round. Stripp used an
overhand right to Smoot’s head which
tell with all the daintiness of a pre
historic dinosaur. Evidently Smool
Couldn’t fathom the source of the at
tack and .In the middle of the second
round the towel came floating from
his corner.
The feature fight, of the afterpoor
was fought between Phil Downey and
Alabama Eaves. Both boys were in
good condition and fought a savage
battle. At the end of two rounds the
bout was declared a draw. An extre
round was fought but the boys were
so evenly matched that after the thire
round it was still declared a draw
Both will fight again next -week.

Eighteen Fighters Meet in First
Rounds of Preliminary
Ring Battles

K O H N JE W E L R Y

CO.

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

Cigarette Cases

5 -H o u r Service

K o h n Je w e lry Co.

Lucky Strike brings you

Classified A0s
FOUND—PAIR OF BLACK GLOVES
with brown wristbands. Call at
Kaimin office.

Dependable Laundry Service

Florence Laundry Co.
Dial 2302

Professional
D irectory

EV E R Y SA T U R D A Y A F T E R N O O N O N T H E A IR
Through' these Saturday afternoon broad
casts, d ire ct from the M etropolitan
Opera H ouse in New Y o rk C ity , we
endeavor to pay our respects to the in
herent good taste of Am erica . . . the
good taste that has brought such over
whelming patronage to Lu cky Strike . . .

DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2821

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR.

A. G. WHALEY

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

BORG JEWELRY &
OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist

A lw a ys the Finest Tobacco

an d only the Center Leaves

W e feel Lu ckie s are among the finer
things of life because in m aking this fine
cigarette we use always the finest tobaccos
and only the center leaves . . . May we
express the hope that while you are enjoy
ing the Metropolitan broadcasts you add
to that enjoyment by lighting a Lucky?

